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ABSTRACT Large datasets computing is a research problem as well as a huge challenge due to massive
amounts of data that are mined and crunched in order to successfully analyze these massive datasets because
they constitute a valuable source of information over different and cross-folded domains, and therefore it rep-
resents an irreplaceable opportunity. Hence, the increasing number of environments that use data-intensive
computations needmore complex calculations than the ones applied to grid-based infrastructures. In this way,
this paper analyzes the most commonly used algorithms regarding to this complex problem of handling large
datasets whose part of research efforts are focused on reducing dimensional space. Consequently, we present
a novel machine learning method that reduces dimensional space in large datasets. This approach is carried
out by developing different phases: merging all datasets as a huge one, performing the Extract, Transform
and Load (ETL) process, applying the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) algorithm to machine learning
techniques, and finally displaying the data results by means of dashboards. The major contribution in this
paper is the development of a novel architecture divided into five phases that presents an hybrid method of
machine learning for reducing dimensional space in large datasets. In order to verify the correctness of our
proposal, we have presented a case study with a complex dataset, specifically an epileptic seizure recognition
database. The experiments carried out are very promising since they present very encouraging results to be
applied to a great number of different domains.
INDEX TERMS Machine learning, data mining, large dataset, dimensionality reduction, ETL, PCA, cross-
validation, dashboards.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is a fact that in matters of great importance that have finan-
cial, medical, social, or other implications, we often seek a
second opinion before making a decision, sometimes a third,
and sometimesmanymore. In doing so, weweigh the individ-
ual opinions and combine them through some thought process
to reach a final decision that is presumably the most informed
one [1]. Hence, research in classification environments stills
being a very alive field of machine learning and pattern recog-
nition. Thus, many classification techniques apply a unique
classifier while any other ones develop a multi-classification-
based approach. In this way, techniques based on classifiers
combination have received a special focus in recent years
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
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and nowadays are recognized as an established pattern recog-
nition seed. So, it is an important matter in this field how
to combine the individual decisions from each classifier in
some way (typically by weighted or unweighted voting) to
classify new examples. Thus, by performing a wide analysis
of many of the research works that have been developed in the
classification and multi-classification areas during last years
we can conclude that supervised learning techniques are the
most frequently used by these classification systems. Then,
one of the most active areas of research in supervised learning
has been to study methods for constructing good ensembles
of classifiers. The main discovery is that ensembles are often
much more accurate than the individual classifiers that make
them up [2]. Hence, ensemble-based systems have shown
to produce favorable results compared to those of single-
expert systems for a broad range of applications and under a
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variety of scenarios. An important contribution to this matter
was done by Cruz et al. [3]. They have shown that Multi-
ple Classifier Systems are widely used to solve many real-
world problems, such as face recognition [4], music genre
classification [5], credit scoring [6], [7], class imbalance [8],
recommender system [9], [10], software bug prediction [12],
intrusion detection [13], [14], and for dealing with changing
environments [15]–[17].
One of the main added troubles in the multi-classification
problem consists of managing large datasets with a huge
number of classes and features. So, it is necessary for the
application of dimensionality reduction techniques and algo-
rithms for efficiently computing them without decreasing
accuracy. In this way, the following paragraphs exhibit the
most commonly used algorithms for this complex task of
handling large datasets related to the Big Data challenges.
A. CART ALGORITHM
The CART algorithm is based on Classification and Regres-
sion Trees by Breiman et al (1984) [18]. A CART tree is a
binary decision tree that is created by dividing a node toward
two child nodes frequently, starting with the root node that
includes the entire learning sample. CART is a predictive
model too. It helps to find a variable based on other labeled
variables.
B. SUPPORT VECTOR CLUSTERING ALGORITHM
Support vector clustering (SVC) is a newly and nonparamet-
ric clustering algorithm which is based on the support vector
approaches presented by Ben-Hur et al. [19]. SVC does not
make any theory on the amount or form of the clusters in
the data. Also, by using a kernel function, SVC can map
data points from data space to a high dimensional feature
space. With using the Support Vector Domain Description
algorithm (SVDD) in the kernel’s feature space, the algorithm
seeks the smallest sphere that surrounds the image of the data.
This spheremakes a set of contours that embed the data points
when mapped back to data space. Then contours interpreted
as cluster boundaries, and points enclosed by each contour
are linked by SVC to the corresponding cluster. If the data
is high-dimensional, a preprocessing step like using principal
component analysis (PCA) can be effective, since SVC is a
proper algorithm for low-dimensional data.
C. NAIVE BAYES CLASSIFIERS
Naive Bayes is a classification method based on Bayes’
Theorem with a hypothesis of independence between predic-
tors [20]. It is not a particular algorithm although a group of
algorithms where all of them share a joint origin, i.e. each set
of features being classified is independent. Notwithstanding
their naive idea and possibly simple theories, naive Bayes
classifiers have worked very efficiently in numerous com-
plicated real-world conditions. Naive Bayes needs a small
number of training data to determine the parameters required
for classification. It is known as one of the prominent benefits
of the NB algorithm.
D. RANDOM FOREST ALGORITHM
Random Forest creates many numbers of decision trees and
merges all the decision trees to obtain the highest accuracy
and further constant prediction [21]. Random Forest method
performs by regarding the random feature subset selection
for the splitting of a node [22]. Alternatively of finding
for the optimum probable saturation points as in common
decision trees, for every feature, it uses optional thresholds to
gain the decision trees utmost random. This procedure does
well, as the summation of more decision trees minimizes the
noise impact which leads to giving further accurate results,
whereas a particular decision tree can prone to noise effect.
The drawback is that generated subsets of various decision
trees may tend to overlap and also it is difficult to understand.
The main disadvantage is taking the maximum number of
trees produces ineptness in the technique and making to work
slow and not fit for real-time predictions.
E. LOGISTIC REGRESSION
When the dependent variable is binary, logistic regres-
sion (LR) is the best regression analysis to handle this situa-
tion [23]. Also, logistic regression is a predictive analysis like
any regression analysis. Logistic regression can be employed
to represent data and to demonstrate the connection among
one dependent binary variable and one or more nominal,
ordinal, interval, or ratio-level independent variables. logis-
tic regression outputs are discrete despite linear regression.
In linear regression, outputs are continuous number values,
but logistic regression with using the logistic sigmoid func-
tion changes its output. It yields a probability value that can
then be mapped to two or more discrete classes.
F. MULTILAYER PERCEPTRON
If in the logistic regressor you insert a middle layer instead
of feeding the input to the logistic regression, you create a
multilayer perception (MLP). The middle layer named the
hidden layer, that has a nonlinear activation function which is
often sigmoid. These features discriminateMLP from a linear
perception. Generally, there are three layers in MLP, an input
layer, a hidden layer, and an output layer. Every node could be
a neuron that uses a nonlinear activation function excluding
for the input nodes [24]. For training, MLP uses backprop-
agation which is a supervised learning method. Moreover,
MLP classifies datasets that are not linearly separable. It does
this by applying a more strong and complicated architecture
to learn regression and classification models for complex
datasets.
G. K-NEAREST NEIGHBOR ALGORITHM
K-nearest neighbor is a non-parametric method [25]. It does
not create any underlying theories concerning the distribution
of information. Any possible cases store by KNN and new
cases classify based on a similarity criterion like distance
functions. For classifying a case, KNN takes a majority elec-
tion from its neighbors, with the case being allocated to the
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category utmost common between its K-nearest neighbors
measured by a distance function. The neighbors are selected
from a collection of objects for which the class or the object
attribute value is identified. although a particular training
phase is not needed, this may be considered because of the
training set for the algorithm. KNN is sensitive to the local
formation of the data. It considers as one of the most charac-
teristics of the k-NN algorithm.
We must see the problem since the point of view that Big
Data is the huge datasets that have polyhedral variables. Then,
one of the significant characteristics of big data is Volume.
Hence, concerning technological advancements, in both the
number of records and attributes, big data has a huge explo-
sion. So, it makes a plethora of challenges in data science. The
first one is produced because the pretty huge volume of data in
big data creates multidimensional datasets. Thus, the analysis
of these high dimensional datasets is difficult for researchers.
Also, depending on what sort of process is involved, high
dimensional data can be gathered from diverse sources.
Nowadays, researchers for convenience in big data analysis
use dimension reduction. Basically, dimensionality reduction
consists of decreasing the number of arbitrary variables or
attributes under consideration. As an extended task from this
one, high-dimensionality data reduction is considered as a
pre-processing step that is very significant in various real-
world applications. Currently, it is known as an important task
for many purposes like machine learning, data mining, etc.
For instance, suppose that you have a dataset with a number
of features (columns in your database). Thus, when they are
combined or merged for reducing some of the features of data
attributes, it is a real challenge that it will not lose much of
the vital aspects of the primary dataset. This process is known
as dimensionality reduction. There are a variety of techniques
applied in dimensionality reduction such as Principal Compo-
nent Analysis (PCA), Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA),
and Generalized Discriminant Analysis (GDA). Moreover,
based on the method used, dimensionality reduction can be
linear or non-linear. In this way, the best linear approach that
we used in our method is PCA.
Also, dimensionality reduction like other methods has sev-
eral benefits and drawbacks. Below we summarized some of
its advantages and disadvantage.
Advantages of Dimensionality Reduction:
• It can effective in data compression, so reduced storage
space.
• It can decrease computation time.
• It can eliminate irrelevant features if any.
• Possibility of visualization in the representation of the
space of reduced dimensions.
Disadvantages of Dimensionality Reduction:
• It can make data losses in datasets.
• It may be led to ‘‘Curse of Dimensionality’’. This forces
us to diminish the dimensions of our data if we want to
use them for analysis.
In this paper, we have worked in the fields of dimensionality
reduction in big datasets. For this purpose, our contribution
in this paper is a novel architecture that we have divided into
five phases presenting a hybrid method of machine learning
to reduce dimensional space in large datasets. In the first
phase, we merged all datasets as a huge one. Then in the
two next phases, we have applied the extract, transform, and
load procedures which known as the ETL process. In phase
four, As mentioned before, first we have employed machine
learning classification algorithms, then we have used PCA for
dimensionality reduction. Finally, in the last phase, from the
previous phase, dashboards of predictivemodels will bemade
for helping to make forecasts, predictions, visualizations,
extracting rules and patterns, etc.
Furthermore, with the aim of proving and evaluating our
method on real-world datasets, we have developed an exper-
imental analysis. Our experiment results show that both ran-
dom forests and MLP are the fittest algorithms to optimize
since they perform extremely stationary in general terms.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we pro-
pose a review of some of the works related to the appli-
cation of machine learning and data mining, essentially
applied to the health area. Section III describes the method-
ology used in this paper for dealing with large datasets in
order to apply hybrid techniques for reducing dimensional
space. In Section IV, the study results are presented in detail.
Finally, Section V details the conclusions of our research
work, with the aim of generating discussion points for future
work.
II. BACKGROUND
From the beginning of research in the computer science
area, automatic classification models, methods, and algo-
rithms have been applied to several domains such as biomed-
ical engineering domains, internet of things, electronics, etc.
Moreover, in the last years, different research efforts have
been carried out with the aim to improve the performance
of all this automatic classification portfolio over different
domains.
The research work developed by Caruana et al. [26]
applied high-performance generalized additive models with
pairwise interactions (GA2Ms) are applied to real healthcare
problems yielding intelligible models with state-of-the-art
accuracy. Groce et al. [27] demonstrated a real problem in
the most classification algorithms such as that some meth-
ods are able to find the arguably most difficult-to-detect
faults of classifiers: cases where machine learning algo-
rithms have high confidence in an incorrect result. The
research study of Letham et al. [28] explored the perfor-
mance of Bayesian association rules and Bayesian decision
lists for estimating the risk of stroke in patients that have
atrial fibrillation. Zhang et al. [29] developed a straightfor-
ward warning system that analyses the input instance and
predicts if a vision system is likely to produce an unreliable
response. Wozniak et al. [30] performed a wide range study
of classifiers works that combine diverse kinds of classi-
fiers, so-called heterogeneous MCS. Homogeneous MCS,
such as Random Forest (RF), is composed of classifiers of
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the same kind taking as basic classifiers the ones such as
Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP), k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN),
Radial Basis Function (RBF), Support Vector Machines
(SVM), Probabilistic Neural Networks (PNN), and Maxi-
mum Likelihood (ML) classifiers in recent applications like
remote sensing data, computer security, financial risk assess-
ment, fraud detection, recommender systems, and medical
computer-aided diagnosis.
In the multi-label classification framework, Jun et al.
[31] made a proposal based on the classifier chains method
where the label order has a strong effect on the classifi-
cation performance. Lee et al. [32] proposed an effective
memetic feature selection method based on a novel feature
filter that is highly specialized in multilabel text categoriza-
tion. Zhang et al. [33] presented a new multi-label feature
selection method that categorizes labels into two groups:
independent labels and dependent labels and analyzes the
differences between independent labels and dependent labels
by proposing a new feature relevance term, that is, the con-
ditional mutual information between candidate features and
each label has given other labels. Mencáa and Janssen [34]
introduced two approaches for learning such label-dependent
rules. Their first solution is a bootstrapped stacking approach
which can be built on top of a conventional rule learning
algorithm while the second approach goes one step further
by adapting the commonly used separate-and-conquer algo-
rithm for learning multi-label rules. Nam et al. [35] replaced
classifier chains with recurrent neural networks, a sequence-
to-sequence prediction algorithm which has recently been
successfully applied to sequential prediction tasks in many
domains. Read et al. [36] detected and elaborated on con-
nections betweenmulti-label methods andMarkovianmodels
and study the suitability of multi-label methods for predic-
tion in sequential data. Teysseire [37] proposed an algorithm
which is a combination of classifier chains and elastic-net
regularization taking an important advantage the fact of the
selection of the relevant features in an integral element of the
learning process. Zhang and Zhou [38] concluded that the full
understanding of label correlations, especially for scenarios
with large output space, would remain as the holy grail for
multi-label learning. Interestingly while not surprisingly, the
best-performing algorithm for both classification and ranking
metrics turns out to be the one based on ensemble learning
techniques (i.e. random forest of predictive decision trees).
Subudhi et al. [39] presented an automated method based
on a computer-aided decision system to detect the ischemic
stroke using a diffusion-weighted image (DWI) sequence
of MR images. The system consists of segmentation and
classification of brain stroke into three types. So, different
morphological and statistical features were extracted from
the segmented lesions to form a feature set which was then
classified with support vector machine (SVM) and random
forest (RF) classifiers. Liu et al. [40] proposed a method for
classifier fusion with contextual reliability evaluation based
on inner reliability and relative reliability concepts where the
inner reliability is represented by a matrix and characterizes
the probability of the object belonging to one class when it is
classified into another class. Dadi et al. [41] presented a face
recognition algorithm where Histogram of Oriented Gradient
features are extracted both for the test image and also for
the training images and given to the Support Vector Machine
classifier. The algorithm is compared with the Eigen feature-
based face recognition algorithm and together PCA are veri-
fied using 8 different datasets. The three performance curves
show that the algorithm outperforms when compared with the
PCA algorithm. With the aim of predicting which anatom-
ical therapeutic chemical (ATC) class/classes a compound
belongs to, Cheng et al. [42] developed amulti-label classifier
by incorporating the information of chemical–chemical inter-
action, the information of the structural similarity, and the
information of the fingerprinted similarity. In the cross and
within project defect prediction, Zhang et al. [43] compared
the performance of unsupervised classifiers versus supervised
classifiers. So, they proposed a connectivity-based classi-
fier (via spectral clustering) that in the cross-project setting
ranked as one of the top classifiers among five widely-used
supervised classifiers (random forest, naive Bayes, logistic
regression, decision tree, and logistic model tree) and five
unsupervised classifiers (k-means, partition around medoids,
fuzzy C-means, neural-gas, and spectral clustering).
Zhang et al. [44] applied two algorithms for fine
classifying images: the first one is a contextual-based con-
volutional neural network with deep architecture while the
second one is pixel-based multilayer perceptron with shallow
structure. Masetic and Subasi [45] evaluated the effect of
machine learning methods in creating the model which clas-
sifies normal and congestive heart failure on the long-term
electrocardiogram (ECG) time series in order of diagnosing
heart failure by the automatic ECG heartbeat classification.
Finally, Lopez-Martin et al. [46] presented a new technique
for network traffic classifier based on a combination of deep
learningmodels that can be used for Internet of Things traffic.
Moreover, an extension of the classification and multiclas-
sification problems is the dimensionality reduction specially
when large datasets are managed. Consequently, regarding
the application of PCA to the different biomedical subdo-
mains such as the one developed in our research work,
different wide classification and prediction research stud-
ies have been developed in the last years. The research
work developed by Mustapha and Omer [47] proposed
a new and efficient combined algorithm based on Far-
ther Distance Based on Synthetic Minority Oversampling
Techniques (FD_SMOTE) and PCA, which successfully
reduces the high dimensionality and balances the minority
class. Pechenizkly et al. [48] applied PCA-based feature
transformation techniques to the classification problem by
applying dimensionality reduction and extraction of new
components and replacement of original features by these
new components. Gárate-Escamila et al. [49] proposed a
dimensionality reduction method and finding features of
heart disease by applying a feature selection technique
and demonstrated that Chi-square and principal component
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analysis (CHI-PCA) with RF had the highest accuracy.
Thus, the usage of PCA directly from the raw data com-
puted lower results and would require greater dimension-
ality to improve the results. Wosiak [50] proposed a new
PCA-based method called in-group Principal Component
Analysis (igPCA) method for feature reduction in the frame
of cardiac arrhythmia detection and prediction. This new
PCA-based method assumed that the set of attributes can
be split into subgroups of similar characteristics and then
subjected to PCA. Then, it transforms the feature space into a
lower dimension and gives the insight into intrinsic structure
of data. Zhang et al. [51] proposed a new applied efficient
method to the MR brain classification problem that firstly
employed wavelet transform to extract features from images,
followed by applying PCA to reduce the dimensions of fea-
tures. Then, the reduced features were submitted to a kernel
support vector machine (KSVM to assist doctors in the diag-
nosis. On the other hand, the wide research study developed
by Van der Mateen et al. [52] concluded nonlinear techniques
perform well on selected artificial tasks, but do not outper-
form the traditional PCA on real-world tasks by explaining
these results by identifying the weaknesses of current non-
linear techniques, and suggests how the performance of non-
linear dimensionality reduction techniques may be improved.
Hahn et al. [53] developed a multifactor dimensionality
reduction (MDR) method for collapsing high-dimensional
genetic data into a single dimension thus permitting inter-
actions to be detected in relatively small sample sizes by
integrating MDR with a cross-validation strategy for esti-
mating the classification and prediction error of multifactor
models in the biomedical domain. Keogh and Pazzani [54]
worked with large time series databases in spite of the prob-
lems because of the inherent high dimensionality of the
data. So, they introduced a new dimensionality reduction
technique called Piecewise Aggregate Approximation and
demonstrated its better performance versus other ones: The
Singular Value Decomposition, the Discrete Fourier Trans-
form, and the Discrete Wavelets Transform. The research
word developed by Geng et al. [55] developed an improved
version of the Isomap supervised nonlinear dimensionality
reduction method where the neighborhood graph of the input
data is constructed according to a certain kind of dissimilarity
between data points, which is specially designed to integrate
the class information.
Once many of classification and multi-classification meth-
ods over different biomedical and open domains have been
exhibited in recent years, the next section presents our
research work which also highlights the use of PCA for
solving the dimensionality reduction problem as many of the
different approaches that have been shown in this background
section.
III. METHODOLOGY
Figure 1 exhibits the methodology developed in our research
work. Each one of the five phases that represent our approach
are explained in detail in the following paragraphs:
FIGURE 1. Methodology for pattern knowledge discovery. The five phases
that represent this approach are explained in detail in the subsections of
this section.
A. PHASE A
When we faced various datasets and tables that have many
pieces of information, we would like to have all in one place:
one dataset in this case. This time is where we will find the
power of the merge process. ‘‘Merging’’ multiple datasets is
the process of efficiently combining several datasets into a
single big dataset. One of the main steps, as well as more
complex ones in this process, is related to the alignment
of the rows from each one based on common attributes or
columns. It allows the addition of various data sources until
a enough large dataset is composed in which conclusions can
be drawn that can be extrapolated to other dataset. A case
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study is usually carried out in order to validate the established
approach in the proposed methodology.
B. PHASE B
Phases B and C develop the ETL (Extract, Transform, and
Load) process [56], [57]. This process allows organizations to
move data from multiple sources, reformat and clean it, and
load it into another database, data mart, or data warehouse.
By applying this process, the data is extracted from the infor-
mation sources and loaded into the Data Warehouse or Data
Mart. The data should be analyzed, cleaned, integrated, and
transformed to adapt it to the warehouse design [58]–[60].
Below we explain more about this three steps regarding the
ETL process.
In our method, concretely in the phase B, we perform the
first task of the ETL process: the extraction task.
In the extraction task, data is extracted from the source
into the scaffold space. Transformations if any are done in
the scaffold space so that the efficiency of the source is not
corrupted.
Furthermore, rollback will be a difficult process if dam-
aged data copied straight from the source into the final
database. The scaffold space provides a chance to verify the
extracted data before it transforms into the final database.
Also, for extraction aim, there are defined two approaches:
• Complete Extraction.
• Partial Extraction with and without update notification.
Additionally, during this process, we should do some verifi-
cations such as:
• Record adaptation with the source data.
• Checking that no unpleasant data is loaded, like spam
data.
• The data type should also be checked.
• Fragmented data should be removed.
• Finally, key position should also be checked.
C. PHASE C
Extracted data from the previous step is raw and not useful
in its original form. Hence it requires to be cleaned, mapped,
and transformed. This is the essential step, in fact, where the
ETL process append values and modifies data.
In this step, you can perform customized operations or
function collection on extracted data. There are several data
called as pass-through data. These data do not need any more
transformation.
There are many troubles in data integration because this
step is one of the most complex ones. So, let us mention some
of them:
• Committed hardware.
• Human error, transfer errors.
• Bugs and viruses.
Also, during this process, we should do several checkings
such as:
• Filtering, data standardization, encoding handling.
• Measurement unit change.
• The data threshold should be checked.
• Data flow checking from the scaffold space to themiddle
tables.
• Necessary fields should not be null.
• Cleaning and exchanging both rows and columns.
• Performing any difficult data checking.
The last step regarding this ETL process is loading data into
the target database. In order to improve it, the loading process
should be optimized. If this process failed without losing data
integrity, recovery methods should be able to be restarted
from the last point.
There are three types of loading: Initial Load, Incremental
Load, and Full Refresh.
Also, like the two previous ETL steps, loading process has
checking techniques:
• Key field data should not be missing or blank.
• Test modelling views based on target tables.
• Mixed values and measure determination should also be
checked.
• Data in the dimension and history tables as well as BI
reports on the loaded fact should finally be checked.
Data processing and integration will be executed in order to
accomplish a data quality process of transforming the dataset
into a series of available data to apply different machine
learning methods that will be carried out in the following
phase.
D. PHASE D
In spite of all the previous phases (from A to C) are part
of the general sequence in the process of data mining and
knowledge discovery, by reaching more importance and tran-
scendence, this work is focused on phase 3. This task consists
of applying the set of ML techniques together with PCA for
reducing the dimension and is explained below.
The PCA algorithm applies PCA to ML techniques in
combination to continuously work with a smaller dataset.
Dimensionality curse is a factor that has been studied and
undertaken with different approaches throughout the liter-
ature and it is not an issue that has been solved, so it is
always a challenge to work regarding this issue [61]–[64].
This fact of dimension reduction will allow us to obtain better
precision andmore correlation between input and output vari-
ables. It must be taken into account that these input variables
appear transformed with respect to their initially generated
information.
In this phase different machine learning methods are also
carried out for comparing and complementing each other.
E. PHASE E
From the previous phase, dashboards of predictive models
will be made in order of helping to make forecasts, predic-
tions, visualizations, extracting rules and patterns, etc. This
phase is very important for appreciating any of these relation-
ships that are not always easy to find. In fact, visualization is
crucial whenworkingwith large datasets because the intrinsic
difficulty of the data complicates their study without visual
tools [65]–[67].
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TABLE 1. Epileptic seizure recognition data set.
IV. CASE STUDY RESULTS
From the point of view of homogenizing this specific case,
which is a particular case as can be contrasted to the general
methodology explained in the previous section, the same
structure of subsections will be carried out. We will test
our methodology using a complex dataset from the health
domain: an epileptic seizure recognition database.
A. PHASE A
This dataset is a pre-processed and re-structured/reshaped
version of a very commonly used dataset in the featuring
epileptic seizure detection. Thus, this dataset is obtained from
the UC Irvine Machine Learning Repository [68].
The original dataset consists of 5 different folders where
each one have 100 files and each file represents a single
subject/person. So, each file is a recording regarding the
brain activity of 23.6 second windows. The corresponding
time-series are sampled into 4097 data points. Each data point
is the value of the EEG recording at a different point in
time. So, we have a total of 500 individuals where each one
has 4097 data points with 23.5 seconds duration.
We divided and shuffled every 4097 data points
into 23 chunks where each chunk contains 178 data points
for 1 second, and each data point is the value of the
EEG recording at a different time point. So now we
have 23 x 500 = 11500 pieces of information (rows), each
information contains 178 data points of 1 second (columns),
the last column represents the label y {1,2,3,4,5}. The
attributes information is included in table 1.
All subjects falling in classes 2, 3, 4, and 5 are subjects who
did not have epileptic seizures. Only subjects in class 1 have
epileptic seizures. Our motivation for creating this version of
the data was to simplify access to the data via the creation
of a .csv version of it. Although there are 5 classes where
most authors have done binary classification, namely class 1
(Epileptic seizure) against the rest [69].
B. PHASE B
At this point, we work with a set of very specific elements
that are in a structured database and will not need previous
processes for being able to carry out the following C and D
phases.
C. PHASE C
At this stage and in particular for this structured dataset nei-
ther pre-processing nor integration processes will be required.
Therefore, this fact will allow us going to the next cen-
tral point regarding the research presented in this work,
phase D.
D. PHASE D
This phase is where the major contribution of our work lies
and we have implemented it using the Python framework.
We can introduce that Python is an open-source interpreted
language that can be used interactively and with expressive
syntax. Python allows programmers writing procedural or
object-oriented code by using simple sintax both and read-
ability, and also offers interactive interpreters that allow the
code development and program running without previously
compiling the code. So, Python also has the feature of both
running and be embedded in different platforms and applica-
tions. Other main feature is that it has a very large number
of mature libraries available that can be easily downloaded
from its pypi repository and that offer support to the computer
science area [70].
Another package used is the NumPy library, although,
in general terms, this library is used by others (for exam-
ple, the scikit-learn library is built on NumPy or the pandas
library) for operating with arrays, basically NumPy is a col-
lection where the elements occupy the same amount of bytes
in memory, offering an standard representation for numerical
data and implementations for mathematical calculations at a
high level of programming [71].
Pandas is the main library in the environment of data analy-
sis since this library is not only perfectly integrated with other
libraries such asNumPy or scikit-learn, but it offers a standard
representation for datasets by offering multiple requeriments
such as reading data in different formats, operations over
rows or columns (for example: SQL operations, comparisons,
lambda functions and statistical calculations) by allowing to
perform fast analysis, cleaning data and performing advanced
manipulation in an efficiently way [72].
Scikit-learn is a BSD licensed project built on Numpy,
Scipy [73], and matplotlib that offers a library that allows
running machine learning models on Python.
It offers a wide variety of predictive algorithms both super-
vised and unsupervised, grinds for performing different tasks
(regression, classification, clustering) as well as the calcu-
lation of different metrics on the models, dimensionality
reduction, pre-processing, visualization, model comparison
such as those ones used in this paper in a simple and efficient
framework for carring out data analysis [74], [75].
Matplotlib is a library that allows the creation of different
visualizations such as graphics, animated or static, and even
interactive visualizations in Python [76].
This resource, together with other libraries, allows data to
be represented graphically, helping the analyst to understand
the data, as well as to make decisions step-by-step when pre-
processing the data and how it affects them, as is the case
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with normalization, or checking how variables behave as a
function of others, among many other possibilities.
Jupyter notebook is a tool that offers IPython interactive
computing, allowing users to work in different languages as
python or R, offering a web interface that combines code
and results in different formats such as text, math, image,
video, or any other file type that can be rendered in modern
browsers. This interface has been used in the research area
with a significant amount of diffusion in publications and in
the educational area where notebooks can be converted into
different output formats such as HTML or PDF [77], [78].
This concept of multi-user environments has made it
to extend for hosting notebooks in workgroups or classes,
or even collaborative notebooks as is the case of Google
Collaboratory (Google Colab) by allowing to run Python code
into the cloud where it can be run, shared and / or modified
by different users [79], [80].
Although all these tools can be installed as well as man-
aged by the user individually, Anaconda is a BSD-licensed
Python distributionwhich allows programmers to perform the
management of the installed packages and libraries. This is an
added value by being able of using an integrated environment
as Anaconda. It also comes integrated with different tools
such as Jupyter notebook and PyCharm IDE among others,
which makes it widely used in the field of data science by
allowing the installation, running and updating the different
libraries in a straightforward way and managing each library
interdependency with other packages [81].
Figure 2 is a PCA representation that allows us to see how
they are distributed once dimensions have been reduced in the
space.
In a simplified way, PCA allows representing an
N-Dimensional set in main components by being able of
representing the data in two or three dimensions since it is
as far as human comprehension reaches. From the fourth
dimension, we are not able to understand how the points
are distributed in the space and each main component would
include less information than its predecessor. Figure 2 shows
a representation in which 22% of data variability is captured,
and despite not being faithfully representative of how the
original data are distributed, it allows to make an approxima-
tion in a reduced dimensional space compared to the original
N-Dimensional space. In a dashboard, it would allow us to
quickly see what is happening in two dimensions instead of
having to explore and understand the original N-Dimensional
space that is impossible to understand.
Concretely, Figure 2 shows a pattern that indicates how the
dots have been concentrated in the upper part and can be seen
mainly in the central part (yellow dots) while the outer ones
(green and purple dots) have a greater distribution.
As Ferre concludes in [82] there is no ideal method for
the selection of PCA dimensions. Throughout the literature,
different methods or approaches have been discussed or fol-
lowed to obtain the ideal number of main components, as is
the case of [83], which uses the eigenvalue >1 criterion,
or [84], which uses a cross-validation-based approach.
FIGURE 2. PCA representation for dimensions reduction.
For this reason, the choice of the ideal PCA dimensionality
will depend on the problem being addressed. PCA allows
to obtain the degree of variability captured by each main
component, so a threshold of the variability to be captured can
be set, for example 90%, although this value can be higher
or lower. The accuracy frequently improves by using more
main components and does not compensate for the temporal
cost derived from such improve. In the case that we want to
represent visually a space of high dimensions, we are forced
to use maximum 3 components since it is up to where the
humans can understand in an intuitive way.
As mentioned previously, PCA is also used in some cases
where there is a high dimensionality due to the particularities
of the algorithms for reducing its dimensionality. It is known
that we lose accuracy, but we improve in computer time.
In some cases, it is necessary to use this technique of dimen-
sionality reduction in spite of algorithm restrictions that scale
more wrongly as dimensionality grows, especially when we
are faced with datasets with a high dimensional space. PCA
has a method to achieve through a linear combination of
variables where the first main component will be the one that
has more weight, and the following main components will
become less important successively in terms of variability
representation. These components are constituted by a com-
bination of the rest of variables. For example, the first main
component will be represented by a percentage of all other
variables (i.e. In a case that we have 3 variables and we want
to reduce it to only one variable, the main component would
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be formed by 50% the variable 1, 30% the variable 2, and 20%
the variable 3). This approach will allow us to know which
variables have more influence on each main component.
This approach can be applied to a dashboard and would
allow visualizing in a graphical way a data of high dimen-
sionalitywhich is complex to understand into a reduced visual
space that allows us to obtain information on the situation in a
faster way. As it has also been mentioned before, this visual-
ization is still complex because it reduces a high dimensional
space in a two- or three-dimensional spaces but it allows a
visual approach to the problem (Figure 2).
Table 2 shows the results of the different algorithms that
have been applied to the dimensionally reduced spaces with
different parameters to tune their metrics.
The algorithms used in this experiment that show their
results in Table 2 were introduced in section I of the intro-
duction. In summary, SVC is a novel and nonparametric
clustering algorithm which is based on the support vector
approaches. Logistic regression establishes the correlation
among one dependent binary variable and one or more inde-
pendent variables. For classifying a case, KNN takes a major-
ity selection from its neighbors with the case being allocated
to the category highest common between its K-nearest neigh-
bors measured by a distance function. A CART tree is a
binary decision tree that is created by dividing a node toward
two child nodes frequently. NB is a classification algorithm
based on Bayes’ Theorem with a hypothesis of indepen-
dence between predictors. RF creates many decision trees and
merges all the decision trees to obtain the highest accuracy
and, most important, further constant prediction. MLP is a
classical as well as the most well-known artificial neural
networks that, generally, consists of three layers, an input
layer, a hidden layer, and an output layer. Every node could be
a neuron that uses a nonlinear activation function, very often
sigmoid, excluding for the input nodes. For training, MLP
which is a supervised learning method uses backpropagation.
As for the scalers applied to the algorithms shown in
Table 2, we have to start from the fact that a priori, on a highly
dimensioned set it is difficult or complex to knowwhich is the
best scaler for the different applied algorithms. For example,
MinMaxScaler by its nature is not a suitable scaler when
we have very extreme values since the intermediate values
are clustered in a very small range making the task of the
algorithms complicated. Table 2 shows the permutation of
the algorithms with the different scalers and the accuracy
obtained for them, with the objective of choosing the scaler
and the algorithm that best fits the data of the case study.
The effect of the scalers can be clearly seen in the column
of the SVC algorithm, that with the minmaxscaler obtains
a 0.2363 of accuracy, and this value get an improvement
if we use the standard scaler up to 0.56, or up to 0.65
in the case of the Quant-Normal scaler. Also, in the table,
we can see as it is already known, that there are algorithms
that by their nature, are not affected by the scaler, as is
the case of RandomForest. As shown in table 2, Random
Forest is the algorithm that offers the best results, followed
TABLE 2. Results of the different algorithms applied.
by MLP with the PowerTransf-yeo-Jhonson scaler and with
the MaxAbsScaler.
We can observe that the Radom Forest algorithm obtains
the best accuracy with 70.3%.
These results indicate that both random forests mainly, but
also MLP behave very stable in general terms and are the
best algorithms to optimize. Moreover, as Figure 2 exhibits,
we can see the importance of the selection of one scaler or
another for the algorithms due mainly to the taxonomy of the
data.
Although random forest is not affected by a scaler due to
the very nature of the algorithm, we can see more clearly
how it affects the SVC results. The standard parameters of the
scikit-learn library are used for the experiments. This selec-
tion of parameters is justified because they are the best initial
parameters, offering good results in a stable way on different
datasets. In addition, scikit-learn incorporates changes in both
parameters and algorithms, improving the implementation of
the algorithm, as is the case of MLP and the incorporation of
adam optimizer or updating a standard parameter from one
version to another and the justification of the change as is the
case of the SVC algorithm [85]–[87]. This approach allows
us to obtain the algorithm/scaler set that works best and on
which to invest effort since the tuning of these parameters
is a fine and complex adjustment. This approach requires an
understanding of both the algorithm and the different metrics
and what are the problems that the algorithm is having when
classifying. In the case of using some automatic technique
for parameter optimization, it should be considered that these
are very expensive especially when the parameters of the
algorithm are continuous, so thismethod allows us to dedicate
resources on the tuple algorithm/scaler that is working better.
E. PHASE E
The visualization phase, with multiple types of dashboards to
facilitate the understanding of correlations between data is an
area that is continuously growing and completely current.
In this context, as shown in figure 3, we will use the confu-
sion matrix which we have applied certain graphical specific
packages, provides a rich visual representation with a wealth
of detail. The use of the confusion matrix is a key element for
statistical classification within the machine learning field and
mainly within the supervised learning algorithms [88].
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FIGURE 3. Confusion matrix. This figure represents the confusion matrix
in a particular way since, as can be seen, the blue tone intensifies as the
precision increases.
We can appreciate in the confusion matrix that the classi-
fication obtains better accuracy with the classes 1, 4, and 5,
in this order. Furthermore, it is illustrated that classes two and
three produce more misclassification, besides the accuracy
is high, in general. The visual representation of the confu-
sion matrix, where the blue tone intensifies as the precision
increases helps to understand the correctness in the classifi-
cation of every class.
Besides the accuracy, it allows obtaining directly from
their values of the elements of the matrix, the sensitivity and
specificity measures [89], [90].
V. CONCLUSION
The dimensionality reduction problem is responsible for the
process of reducing the dimension of a large feature set into a
combined reduced-feature set that makes up a large sphere in
the n-dimensional space. Hence the dimensionality reduction
problem presents advantages like computational efficiency
and redundancy removing and other disadvantages such as
data-losing and feature-losing in datasets.
We have worked in the fields of dimensionality reduction
in large datasets. So, our machine learning method for reduc-
ing dimensional space in large datasets merges all datasets as
a huge one in the first stage. Then, we used PCA for dimen-
sionality reduction, that solves the problems encountered in
previous proposals, after applying the ETL process. Hence,
our novel method highlights the use of the Python frame-
work where standard representation for numerical data and
implementations for mathematical calculations at a high level
of programming are performed in an efficient environment.
Besides, we have applied our research in the real environment
Epileptic Seizure Recognition Data Set provided by UCI
Machine Learning Repository.
The experimental results show that Random Forest out-
comes better than the rest of the algorithms with this com-
plex dataset obtaining an accuracy of 70.3%. We can also
appreciate that MLP behaves very stable in general terms and
together with Random Forest are the best algorithms to be
optimized. In this regard, as shown in figure 2, we can realize
how important is the correct selection of a particular scaler or
another for the algorithms due mainly to the taxonomy of the
data.
The intrinsic complexity of the dataset tested in this
manuscript suggests excellent conditions for adaptation to
other health care scenarios, where the complexity of biologi-
cal systems will also be adapted to our generic methodology.
Although the results obtained are very encouraging, the
greatest achievement in the authors’ opinion is the possibility
of future lines. At this point and due to the complexity of
the data currently generated, with characteristics of variabil-
ity and other aspects besides the volume, such as velocity,
veracity of the big data, where a new world has opened up to
continue in this fascinating area of data science research.
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